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Abstract. We present a tool which uses a concurrent language for describing quantum systems, and performs verification by checking equivalence between specification and implementation. In general, simulation
of quantum systems using current computing technology is infeasible.
We restrict ourselves to the stabilizer formalism, in which there are efficient simulation algorithms. In particular, we consider concurrent quantum protocols that behave functionally in the sense of computing a deterministic input-output relation for all interleavings of the concurrent
system. Crucially, these input-output relations can be abstracted by superoperators, enabling us to take advantage of linearity. This allows us
to analyse the behaviour of protocols with arbitrary input, by simulating their operation on a finite basis set consisting of stabilizer states.
Despite the limitations of the stabilizer formalism and also the range of
protocols that can be analysed using this approach, we have applied our
equivalence checking tool to specify and verify interesting and practical
quantum protocols from teleportation to secret sharing.

1

Introduction

There have been significant advances in quantum information science over the
last few decades and technologies based on these developments are at a stage well
suited for deployment in a range of industrial applications. The construction of
practical, general purpose quantum computers has been challenging. The only
large scale quantum computer available today is manufactured by the Canadian company D-Wave. However, it does not appear to be general purpose and
?
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not everyone is convinced that it is truly quantum. On the other hand, quantum
communication and cryptography have made large strides and is now well established. Physical restrictions of quantum communication, like preserving photon
states over long distances, are gradually being resolved, for example, by quantum
repeaters [11] and using quantum teleportation. Various Quantum Key Distribution networks have been built, including the DARPA Quantum Network in
Boston, the SeCoQC network around Vienna and the Tokyo QKD Network.
There is no doubt that quantum communication and quantum cryptographic
protocols will become an integral part of our society’s infrastructure.
On the theoretical side, quantum key distribution protocols such as BB84
have been proved to be unconditionally secure [20]. It is important to understand
that this an information-theoretic proof, which does not necessarily guarantee
that implemented systems are unconditionally secure. That is why alternative
approaches, such as those based on formal methods, could be useful in analysing
behaviour of implemented systems.
The area of formal verification, despite being a relatively young field, has
found numerous applications in hardware and software technologies. Today, verification techniques span a wide spectrum from model checking and theorem
proving to process calculus, all of them have helped us to grasp better understanding of interactive and complicated distributed systems. This work represents another milestone in our ongoing programme of applying formal methods to
quantum systems. In this paper, we present a concurrent language for describing
quantum systems, and perform verification by equivalence checking. The goal in
equivalence checking is to show that the implementation of a program is identical
to its specification, on all possible executions of the program. This is different
from property based model checking, where an intended property is checked over
all possible execution paths of a program. The key idea of this paper is to check
equivalence of quantum protocols by using their superoperator semantics (Section 4). Superoperators are linear, so they are completely defined by their effect
on a basis of the appropriate space. To show that two protocols are equivalent,
we show that their associated superoperators are equivalent by simulating the
protocols for every state in a basis of the input vector space. By choosing a basis
that consists of stabilizer states, we can do this simulation efficiently.
One of the main challenges here is the explosion of states arising from branching and concurrency of programs. This is in addition to the need to deal with the
explosion of space needed for specifying quantum states. For a quantum state
with n qubits(quantum bits), we need to consider 2n complex coefficients. To
avoid this problem we restrict ourself to the stabilizer formalism [1]. In this formalism, quantum states can be described in polynomial space and also for certain
quantum operations, the evolution of stabilizer states can be done in polynomial
time. Although one cannot do universal quantum computation within the stabilizer formalism, many important protocols such as Teleportation [7], Quantum
Error Correction [8] as well as quantum entanglement can be analysed within
it. Crucially, quantum error correction is a prerequisite for fault tolerant quan2

tum computing [24]. The latter is necessary for building a scalable quantum
computer, capable of doing universal quantum computing.
Contributions. This paper extends our previous work [4] substantially in
two ways. First, we now use a concurrent modelling language, which means that
we can explicitly represent concurrency and communication in order to model
protocols more realistically. Second, we have analysed a much wider range of
examples, including several standard quantum protocols.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we give preliminaries from
quantum computing and the stabilizer formalism. In Sections 3 and 4, we give
the syntax and semantics of our concurrent modelling language. Section 5 describes our equivalence checking technique and Section 6 presents example protocols. In Section 7 we give details of our equivalence checking tool, and present
experimental results. Section 8 reviews related work and Section 9 concludes.

2

Background

In this section, we give a very concise introduction to quantum computing. For
more details, we refer to [22]. The basic element of quantum information is a
qubit (quantum bit). Qubits are vectors in an inner product vector space which is
called Hilbert space.4 Quantum states are description of qubits with the general
form: |Ψ i = α1 |00 . . . 0i + . . . + αn |11 . . . 1i, where αi ∈ C are called amplitudes
satisfying |α1 |2 + . . . + |αn |2 = 1. The so-called Ket notation or Dirac’s notation is used to distinguish unit vectors |0i and |1i from classical bits 0 and 1.
Also |00 . . . 0i corresponds to tensor product of unit vectors (i.e |0i ⊗ 0 . . . ⊗ |0i).
There are two kinds of operations on quantum states, unitary transformations
and measurement. The side effect of the measurement operation is classical information, for example, the outcome of measuring the above state |Ψ i is a classical
bit string (00 . . . 0) with probability |α1 |2 , to (11 . . . 1) with probability |αn |2 .
Note that measurement is a destructive operation and it changes the state of a
qubit permanently. Qubits can be entangled. For example, a two qubit entangled
state |00i + |11i, which is called a Bell state, cannot be decomposed into two
single qubit states. Measuring one of the qubits will fix the state of the other
qubit, even if they are physically separated.
Some basic quantum operations and their matrix representation are shown
in the Figure 1. A model for describing a quantum system is the quantum circuit
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Fig. 1. Pauli operators

model, analogous to the classical circuit model. Each quantum circuit consists of
4

Normally Hilbert space is defined with additional conditions which we are not concerned with in this paper.
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unitary and measurement gates. Unitary gates can be applied to one and more
qubits. In a certain kind of multiple qubit gates, which are called controlled gates,
there is one or more control qubits and one or more target qubits. Depending
on the value of the control qubit, a unitary gate is applied to the target qubit.
Controlled-X (or CNot) and Toffoli [22, p. 29] gates are examples of controlled
gates. Quantum circuits are normally described in the following way: single wires
represent qubits, double wires represent classical bits. Single gates and measurement gates are depicted with squares, whereas controlled gates are shown with a
point representing the control qubit and a circle depicting the target qubit with
a vertical wire connecting them.
The stabilizer formalism is a useful scheme which characterises a small but
important part of quantum mechanics. The core idea of the stabilizer formalism
is to represent certain quantum states, which are called stabilizer states, with
their stabilizer group, instead of an exponential number of complex amplitudes.
For an n-qubit quantum stabilizer state |ϕi, the stabilizer group is defined by
Stab(|ϕi) = {S|S |ϕi = +1 |ϕi}. This group can be represented elegantly by its n
generators in the Pauli group (i.e P n for P in Figure 1). Several algorithms have
been developed for specifying and manipulating stabilizer states using group
representation of quantum states, see [1]. Importantly, the effect of Clifford Operators (members of the normaliser of Pauli group, known as Clifford group) on
stabilizer states can be simulated by a polynomial time algorithm. Consequently,
we have the following important theorem which guarantees stabilizer states can
be specified in polynomial space and certain operations and measurement can
be done in polynomial time:
Theorem 1. (Gottesman-Knill, [22, p. 464]) Any quantum computation which
consists of only the following components:
1. State preparation, Hadamard gates, Phase gates, Controlled-Not gates and
Pauli gates.
2. Measurement gates.
3. Classical control conditions on the outcomes of measurements.
can be efficiently simulated on a classical computer.
The density operator is an alternative way of describing a quantum state where
we need to deal with uncertainty. For instance, an ensemble of a quantum state
{(|φi i , pi )}, where pi s are probabilities, can be represented by the following
density operator:
X
ρ :=
pi |φi i hφi |
i

where |φi i hφi | denote outer product. Density operators are positive and Hermitian, meaning they satisfy |ϕi: hϕ| ρ |ϕi ≥ 0 and ρ† = ρ († denotes transpose of
the complex conjugate) respectively. Also a composite quantum system can be
elegantly described in the language of density operators. In particular, one can
obtain a reduced density operator by applying a partial trace operation on the
density operator of a composite system, see [22, p. 105].
4

Superoperators are linear transforms on the space of density operators. Note
that for an n-qubit system, the space of density operators has dimension of 22n .
Quantum information systems can be abstracted using superoperators. In the
present paper, we take advantage of the linearity of superoperators: a superoperator is uniquely defined by its action on the elements of a basis of the space on
which it acts, which in our case is a space of density operators. We can therefore
check equality of superoperators by checking that for a given basis element as
input, they produce the same output. In this paper, we are interested in systems
which are in the stabilizer formalism. The following result [16] explicitly constructs a basis for the space of density operators which only consists of stabilizer
states and hence it can be used in our equivalence checking technique.
Theorem 2. The space of density operators for n-qubit states, considered as a
(2n )2 -dimensional real vector space, has a basis consisting of density matrices of
n-qubit stabilizer states.
Equality test: Another useful property of stabilizer states is that there is
an efficient way of checking whether two stabilizer states are equal. One may
test equality by using an algorithm for inner product of two states as in [1].
However, in [4] a novel approach is introduced which checks the linear dependence of stabilizer generators of two states. This is possible using polynomial
time algorithms for obtaining stabilizer normal forms, introduced in [5]. Let |φi
and |ψi be stabilizer states and Stab(|φi), Stab(|ψi) be their stabilizer groups,
it can be easily seen that:
|φi = |ψi ⇐⇒ Stab(|φi) = Stab(|ψi)
Therefore it suffices to show that Stab(|φi) ⊆ Stab(|ψi) and Stab(|φi) ⊇ Stab(|ψi),
using independence checking approach, which results in the following proposition, proved in [4].
Proposition 1. There is a polynomial time algorithm which decides for any
stabilizer states |φi and |ψi, whether or not |φi = |ψi.

3

Specification of Concurrent Quantum Protocols

In this section we present a concurrent language for specifying quantum protocols, based on CCS [21]. This is different from our previous work [4] since our
focus now is on concurrent communicating quantum systems. We will, however,
restrict attention to protocols that receive input at the beginning and produce
output at the end of their execution, rather than considering more general continuous interaction. One reason to use this language is to illustrate how designing
concurrent quantum protocols can be difficult and non intuitive compared to
classical protocols. For example, quantum measurement is a destructive action
and if it used wrongly between parallel processes, it can destroy the effect of
the whole system. Our language is similar to qCCS. [27] Communication in our
5

system is done using synchronous message passing or handshaking. This structure can be extended to describe asynchronous communication similar to the
approach of CCS. However, there is another reason to consider synchronicity,
namely the lack of quantum memory. Therefore a synchronous system is closer
to the current technological level of development of quantum communication.
The syntax of our language is summarised in Figure 2.
p ::= t |

t || t

t ::= nil | c!x.t | c?x.t | a:= measure x . t | U(x) . t |
newqubit x . t | input list . t | output list . t |
if x then U(y) . t | match list then U(x) . t
list ::= x:val | list,x:val
val

::= 0 | 1
Fig. 2. Syntax of the Concurrent Language

Here t||t denotes parallel composition of processes and . represents process prefixes, similar to CCS. Terminated process is represented by nil. Prefix
input list defines the input state of a protocol and output list stands
for the intended output of a protocol. Often for the output we need to deallocate
qubits. In [23], allocation and deallocation of qubits is presented by assuming
that there is an operating system which gives/reset access to a pool of qubits
(i.e qubits are not created or destroyed). However in this paper, we don’t make
that assumption and therefore allocation/deallocation of qubits has the physical
meaning of creating or applying partial trace operation on quantum states.
For sending and receiving classical and quantum bits we use prefixes c!x and
c?x. Measurement is done using prefix a:=measure x, where the outcome of
measuring qubit x is assigned to a classical variable a. Conditionals, if and
match impose classical conditions on the system in order to apply particular
unitaries. The classical values val correspond to classical bits 0 and 1.

4

Semantics of Quantum Protocols

In this section we explain how the semantics of our specification language can
be understood using superoperators. We apply π-calculus style reduction rules
to our concurrent syntax in order to derive sequential interleavings, removing
all communication and parallel composition. Finally, inspired by the semantics
of Selinger’s quantum programming language (QPL) [23], we argue that each
sequential interleaving is equivalent to a QPL program, and thus can be characterised by a superoperator.
The reduction rules are in Figure 3. Here α denotes prefixes other than communication (i.e. not c!x or c?x). Structural congruence is defined as associativity
6

and commutativity of parallel composition, similarly to π-calculus, and is denoted by ≡. Finally, τ represents the silent action and substitution of v with
x is denoted by [v/x]. Using these rules, the transition graph for a concurrent
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→ P0
α

P kQ−
→ P0 k Q

R-Par

Fig. 3. Reduction Rules

process is a tree, because we do not have any form of loop or recursion, in which
interleavings are represented by paths from the root to the leaves. For a protocol P , each interleaving i ∈ I(P ) (i.e. the set of all interleavings of P ), can
be translated to a QPL program, whose semantics is defined by a superoperator [23]. In this setting we assume that the input expression can be placed at
the beginning of i, and only used once. Similarly, the output expression occurs
at the end of each i, where we stop interpreting sequential interleavings. The
sequential QPL program obtained in this way contains measurement operators
which, when simulated, may generate branching behaviour due to quantum randomness. The semantics of QPL merges these branches by calculating a weighted
sum of the density matrix representations of their final output quantum states.
In the stabilizer formalism we cannot calculate these weighted sums in general,
so instead we require that all of the final output quantum states are equal and
hence the weighted sum becomes trivial. We further restrict our attention to
protocols that are functional in the sense of computing a deterministic inputoutput relation despite their internal non-determinism due to concurrency and
quantum randomness.
Definition 1 (Configuration). Let I Q : Q 7→ N denote index of qubit variables
in a quantum state. Configurations of a concurrent quantum program are defined
by a tuples of the form (σ, κ, |φi), where σ represents classical variables assignment, κ represents channel variables assignment and |φi represents a quantum
state corresponding to the qubit variables mapped by I Q .
Definition 2. A concurrent quantum protocol P is functional if
1. for a given quantum input |ψi and a given interleaving i ∈ I(P ), all execution
paths produce the same output quantum state; and
2. for a given quantum input |ψi, the unique output quantum state is the same
across all interleavings.
Proposition 2. Any functional concurrent protocol P , specified with the language in Figure 2, defines a unique superoperator, which we denote by [[P ]].
7

Proof. The QPL programs corresponding to all of the interleavings of P map inputs to outputs in the same way, and therefore all define the same superoperator,
which we take to be [[P ]].
Remark 1. Quantum measurement in this paper is slightly different from QPL.
Here the classical outcomes of measurement are assigned to classical variables
for the modelling convenience. Nevertheless, one can easily translate our measurement expressions into QPL’s if-then-else style form.
Remark 2. We separate classical and quantum data as in Definition 1 for a simpler implementation. Nonetheless, classical and quantum data can be mixed in
a similar way as [23], using tuples of stabiliser states.
For example, the concurrent protocol
input x . a!x . nil | a?y . X(y) . nil |
newqubit u . b!u . nil | b?u . Z(u) . output u . nil
has the following interleavings, among others:
I1 :input x; X(x); newqubit u; Z(u); output u
I2 :input x; newqubit u; X(x); Z(u); output u
I3 :newqubit u; input x; Z(u); X(x); output u.

5

Checking Equivalence of Quantum Protocols

In the following we define the equivalence between two concurrent protocols. In
the classical theory of computation there are several ways of checking equivalence of concurrent systems using semantics namely: bisimulation based, automata based, game semantics and trace semantics. In this paper we focus on
superoperator semantics where each interleaving of a system is described by a
superoperator. We require that protocols be functional as in Definition 2.
In our system, we represent density matrices (mixed states) implicitly. This
is done by interpreting protocols with pure stabilizer states on different runs
of the protocol’s model. However it may possible to work with mixed stabilizer
states directly [1].
Having defined superoperators for concurrent quantum protocols, we explain
how to verify the correctness of the protocols. We show that the specification
and implementation of a protocol are equivalent by proving their corresponding
supeoperators are equal. Knowing that supeoperators are linear, it suffices to
execute the protocol for all elements in the stabilizer basis set of Theorem 2, to
capture their effects on the input. This process is done in two phases: first functionality of specification and implementation is checked. Secondly equivalence of
them will be established, in any case we require to schedule, interpret protocols
in stabilizer formalism and apply equality tests on the reached states on every
basis input.
8

The following algorithm describes how to do these two steps: for a concurrent
program P , let I(P, v) denote all possible interleavings of the program with initial
state v (from basis set in the Theorem 2, denoted by B), produced by a scheduler
and indexed by integers from 1 upwards. Let Ii denote the ith interleaving and
suppose StabSim ∗ (P, v, i) shows the final state given by that stabilizer simulation
algorithm in [1] applied to Ii , on initial basis state v. Finally, let EQ S (v, w) be
the equality test algorithm from Section 2. Then Figure 4 shows the equivalence
checking algorithm for two concurrent programs P1 and P2 , and establishes the
following result.
for all v ∈ B do
for all i ∈ {1, 2} do
|φvi i = StabSim ∗ (Pi , v, 1)
for all j ∈ I(Pi , v) − {1} do
if ¬EQ S (StabSim ∗ (Pi , v, j), |φvi i) then
return Pi non-functional
end if
end for
end for
if ¬EQ S (|φv1 i , |φv2 i) then
return P1  P2
end if
end for
return P1 ∼
= P2
Fig. 4. Algorithm for checking equivalence of concurrent protocols.

Proposition 3. Given two functional concurrent quantum protocols, which only
use operations in the stabilizer formalism, one can systematically decide whether
they are equivalent with respect to their superoperator semantics on every possible
input, by iteration on the stabilizer basis.
Proposition 4. Checking equivalence of concurrent quantum protocols has overall (time) complexity of O(N 22n poly(m + n)), where n is the number of input qubits (basis size), m is the number of qubits inside a program ( i.e those
createdPby newqbit) and N is the number of interleavings of processes (where
N=

( M
i ni )!
QM
i (ni !)

for M processes each having ni atomic instructions) .

Remark 3. In classical computing, the equivalence checking problem or implementation verification of concurrent systems (where only the containment problem is considered, not the simulation problem), is PSPACE-complete (see [18]
for details).

6

Examples

We have analysed a range of quantum protocols covering quantum communication, quantum fault-tolerance and quantum cryptography using our equivalence
9
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Fig. 1. Teleportation

checking tool. In this section, we present two of the protocols we have verified.
The remaining protocols that we have analysed, in particular, fault tolerant protocols such as one bit teleportation and remote CNOT as well as error correction
protocols can be found at http://go.warwick.ac.uk/eardeshir/qec.
Teleportation [7]: The goal in this protocol is to teleport a quantum state
from Alice to Bob without physically transferring qubits, using quantum entanglement. Before starting the communication between the two parties, Alice
and Bob, an entangled pair is established and shared between them. Alice then
entangles the input qubit with her half of the entangled qubit by applying a
controlled-not gate followed by a Hadamard gate. She then measures her qubits
and sends the classical outcome to the Bob. Depending on the four classical
outcomes of Alice measurements, Bob applies certain X and Z operations and
recovers the input state on his entangled qubit. The circuit which implements
Quantum Teleportation is shown in the Figure 5.
However the circuit model does not provide a high level interface and does
not capture the notion of physical separation between Alice and Bob. Through
our concurrent language, we provide a programming interface and we can also
describe the implementation of teleportation reflecting physical separation. The
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//Implementation:
//Preparing EPR pair and sending to Alice and Bob:
newqubit y . newqubit z . H(y) . CNOT(y,z) . c!y . d!z . nil
|
//Alice’s process:
(input x . c?y . CNOT(x,y) . H(x) . m := measure x . n := measure y.
b!m . b!n . nil
|
//Bob’s process :
d?w . b?m . b?n . if n then X(w) . if m then Z(w) . output w . nil)

//Specification:
input x.output x.nil

Fig. 6. Teleportation: Specification and Implementation
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// Preparing GHZ state and sending to Alice, Bob and Charlie:
newqubit a . newqubit b . newqubit c . H(a) . CNOT(a,b) . CNOT(b,c) .
d ! a . e ! b . f ! c . nil
|
//Alice, who wants to share her qubit:
(input x . d ? a . CNOT(x,a) . H(x) . m := measure x .
n:=measure a . t ! m . w ! n . nil
|
//Bob, who is chosen as a collaborator:
(e ? b . H(b) . o:=measure b . u ! o . nil
|
//Charlie, who recovers the original quit from Alice:
f ? c . t ? m . w ? n . u ? o .
if o then Z(c) . if m then X(c) . if n then Z(c) . output c . nil))

Fig. 7. Secret Sharing Implementation. The specification is the same as Teleportation.

Quantum Secret Sharing : This protocol was first introduced by Hillery et.
al. [19]. The original problem of secret sharing involves an agent Alice sending a
message to two agents Bob and Charlie, one of whom is dishonest. Alice doesn’t
know which one of the agents is dishonest, so she must encode the message so that
Bob and Charlie must collaborate to retrieve it. For the quantum version of this
protocol the three agents need to share a maximally entangled three-qubit state,
called the GHZ state, prior to the execution of the protocol: |000i + |111i . In
Figure 7, we assume that Charlie will end up with the original qubit (a variation
of the protocol will allow Bob to end up with it). First, Alice entangles the input
qubit with her entangled qubit from the GHZ state. Then Alice measures her
qubits and sends the outcome to Charlie. Bob also measures his qubit and sends
the outcome to Charlie. Finally, Charlie is able to retrieve the original qubit once
he has access to the bits from Alice and Bob. The specification of secret sharing
is similar to teleportation, expressed in Figure 6. The security of this protocol is
a consequence of no-cloning theorem and is discussed in [19]. The specification
for this protocol is the same as for teleportation.
We conclude with some final remarks. First, we can easily add more inputs
to each of our protocols, which means that we are checking e.g. teleportation of
one qubit in the presence of entanglement with other qubits. This follows from
linearity, but it is never explicitly stated in standard presentations of teleportation. Second, we can model different implementations of a protocol, e.g. by
changing the amount of concurrency. These differences are invisible at the level
of circuit diagrams.

7

Equivalence Checker and Experimental Results

We have implemented a concurrent equivalence checker in Java [3]. The parser
for the concurrent language is produced using SableCC [15]. The input of this
11

tool is a concurrent protocol as described in Section 3. The scheduler generates
all possible interleavings arising from execution of concurrent protocols. Each
interleaving on a given input basis is passed to the interpreter which interprets
programs using the Aaronson-Gottesman algorithm. The verification procedure
consists of two steps. First functionality will be checked for a given input protocol and then, equivalence of two protocols will be determined. Both steps use
the equality test algorithm in Section 2. The experimental results of verification of protocols based on the models presented in Section 6 and in [3], are
summarized in the Table 8. Note that the specification of error corrections and
Z/X-teleportation are the same as Figure 6, whereas remote CNOT’s are specified by a single application of CNOT gate on two qubit inputs. The tool was
run on a 2.5GHz Intel Core i3 machine with 4GB RAM. We would like to compare our results with those produced by the model checker QMC, but we have
not been successful in running all the examples. This is partly because QMC is
based on a different approach to verification i.e, temporal logic model checking,
rather than equivalence checking. The tool Quantomatic is not a fully automatic
tool, therefore we were not able to provide a comparison with case studies in
that tool as well. The experimental results show how concurrency affects quan-

Protocol
Teleportation
Dense Coding
Bit flip code
Phase flip code
Five qubit code
X-Teleportation
Z-Teleportation
Remote CNOT
Remote CNOT(A)
Quantum Secret Sharing

No. Interleaving

CM

400
100
16
16
64
32
72
78400
23040
88480

343
120
62
63
500
63
78
12074
4882
13900

No. Branch SM

16
4
16
16
64
8
8
64
64
32

39
22
60
61
451
18
19
112
123
46

SEC

43
30
61
62
*
25
27
140
156
60

Fig. 8.

Experimental results of equivalence checking of quantum protocols. The columns headed
by CM and SM show the results of verification of concurrent and sequential models of protocols in
the current tool. Column SEC shows verification times for sequential models in our previous tool
[4]. The number of branches for SM and SEC models are the same. Times are in milliseconds.

tum systems. Not surprisingly, with more sharing of entanglement and increased
classical and quantum communication, we have to deal with a larger number of
interleavings. We have verified (Figure 8) sequential models of protocols in our
current and previous tools [4]. Because of the complex structure of measurements
in the five qubit code, we were not able to model this protocol in the sequential equivalence checker. The scheduler in our previous tool is slower than the
one in our current work. This is because we were building program graphs for
extracting schedules, whereas in this work schedules are directly obtained from
abstract syntax tree. Comparing the results in Figure 8 shows that sequential
models are analysed more quickly because they do not deal with concurrency.
12

However, error correction protocols are inherently sequential, so their sequential
and concurrent models are very similar and produce similar results.
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Related Work

In recent years there have been several approaches to the formal analysis of
quantum information systems. In this section we review some of the work that
is most relevant to this paper.
We have already mentioned the QMC system. QMC checks properties in
Quantum Computation Tree Logic (QCTL) [6] on models which lie within the
stabilizer formalism. It can be used to check some protocols in a process-oriented
style similar to that of the present paper; however, it simulates the protocols on
all stabilizer states as inputs, not just the smaller set of stabilizer states that
form a basis for the space of density matrices, and is therefore less efficient.
Our previous work [4] uses a similar approach to the present paper, but
limited to sequential protocols. It therefore lacks the ability to explore, for a
given protocol, different models with different degrees of concurrency.
Process calculus can also be used to analyse quantum systems. Gay and Nagarajan introduced CQP [17] based on the π-calculus; bisimulation for CQP has
been developed and applied by Davidson et al. [10, 9]. Ying et al. have developed
qCCS [27] based on classical CCS, and studied its theory of bisimulation [14].
These are theoretical investigations which have not yet produced tools.
Wille et al. [26] consider two reversible circuits and then check their equivalence with respect to a target functionality (specification). To this end, techniques based on Boolean SAT and Quantum Binary Decision Diagrams [25] have
been used. However, these methods are only applicable to quantum circuits with
classical inputs/outputs.
Abramsky and Coecke [2] have developed diagrammatic reasoning techniques
for quantum systems, based on a category-theoretic formulation of quantum mechanics. Quantomatic [12] is a tool based on this formalism, which uses graph
rewriting in order to reason about quantum systems. The interface of Quantomatic is graphical, in contrast to our tool which uses a programming language syntax. Also, our tool verifies quantum protocols in a fully automatic
way, whereas Quantomatic is a semi-automatic tool which needs a considerable
amount of user intervention (see [13] for an example and discussion).
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Conclusions and Future work

We have presented a technique and a tool for the verification of concurrent
quantum protocols, using equivalence checking. In our work, we require that a
concurrent protocol computes a function, in the sense that, (1) each interleaving
yields a deterministic input-output relation; and (2) all interleavings yield the
same input-output relation. The semantics of each interleaving of a quantum
protocol is defined by a superoperator, which is a linear transformation from a
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protocol’s input space to its output space. In particular, since superoperators are
linear, we can analyse the behaviour of a concurrent protocol on arbitrary inputs
using a suitable stabilizer basis [16]. This enables us to reduce the problem of
checking equivalence over a continuum of quantum states to a tractable problem
of checking equivalence over a discrete set of states. We have presented results
comparing the execution times of three approaches to verification: (1) analysis
of concurrent models; (2) analysis of sequentialised models with the concurrent
equivalence checker; and (3) analysis of sequential models with our previous
sequential equivalence checker [4].
In this work we are not able to analyse algorithms with non-stabilizer elements, like Shor’s and Grover’s algorithm. Also, continuously running protocols
with input/output at intermediate points, need a more general notion of equivalence such as bisimulation. And of course our tool cannot be used directly when
the correctness of protocols can not be specified as an equivalence, such as the
security property of QKD. Nevertheless, our tool has been successfully applied
to a range of examples as shown in Figure 8.
One area for future work is extending the scope of our tool to go beyond
the stabilizer formalism. There are number of cases studied in [1] which involve
non-stabilizer states and operations. We should be able to extend our techniques
in a straightforward way, if the number of non-stabilizer operations is limited.
A more comprehensive modelling language e.g. implementing functional features, as well as improvement of the classical aspects of our tool, is highly desirable. Another area for research is extending our equivalence checking technique
to other quantum modelling languages, such as CQP or qCCS. It would be interesting to investigate whether the bisimulation relations in [10] or [14] can be
automated. In this paper, we have only considered an interleaving model of concurrency. Of course, one could consider other models of concurrency, for example
true concurrency, and see whether it can be characterized by superoperators.
Finally, it will be interesting to develop a stabilizer based technique for analysis of security protocols such as QKD.
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